Solving the hard Satisfiability Problem is time consuming even for modest-sized problem instances. Solving the Random L-SAT Problem is especially difficult due to the ratio of clauses to variables. This report presents a practical approach to solving the Random L-SAT Problem on a large-scale distributed-memory multiprocessor. In particular, we use a parallel synchronous simulated annealing procedure, called Generalized Speculative Computation, which guarantees the same decision sequence as sequential simulated annealing.
Introduction
The Satisfiability (SAT) Problem refers to finding a truth assignment of variables which evaluates clauses to true [3, 4] .
Applications of the SAT Problem can be found in numerous areas, including computational complexity, graph coloring, logic, operations research, and artificial intelligence. The SAT Problem consists of a set of variables v 1 ,...,v n , a set of clauses C 1 ,...,C m , and operators ∧ (AND), ∨ (OR), and ¬ (NOT). A variable can either be true or false. A variable or the negation of a variable is called a literal. A clause consists of one or more literals. A clause with two literals such as C = a ∨ b, will be true if at least one of the literals is true. The SAT Problem is to determine if there is an assignment of variables that evaluates the formula C 1 ∧C 2 ∧ . . . ∧ C m to true. The Maximum Satisfiability (MAX-SAT) Problem refers to finding a truth assignment of variables such that the number of true clauses is maximized [7] .
The SAT Problem with a small number of variables and clauses such as a 10-variable/20-clause instance with three variables per clause can be tested for satisfiability with reasonable effort. However, the task becomes challenging when the problem size increases to several hundred variables. It is not straightforward to find if there is an assignment that can satisfy all the clauses, or that maximizes the number of true clauses. What is even more interesting is that there is a class of problems, called Random L-SAT Problems, which are extremely difficult to evaluate and require long execution times. The report by Mitchell et al. [13] indicated that when the ratio of clauses to variables is approximately 4 .25 for clause length 3, the problem becomes extremely difficult to solve. When the ratio is higher, the problem instances are not solvable. Kirkpatrick and Selman [10] explained that there exists a threshold value for a given SAT Problem that can predict the fraction of unsatisfiable clauses.
Many methods have been developed to date to solve the SAT Problem and tend to be heuristic and greedy in nature [5, 7, 13, 14] . Franco and Paull [5] analyzed the probabilistic performance of solving randomly-generated SAT instances. Selman and Kautz [14] found that local greedy search was successful in solving some of the Random L-SAT Problem instances. Spears [17] found that simulated annealing can be an efficient method to solve the Random L-SAT instances with approximately a 50% success rate. The major drawback of these methods is the long execution time.
Studies have shown that most Random L-SAT Problem instances require several hours, and often a few days, on single-processor sequential machines [17] . These long execution times clearly indicate that testing the SAT Problem on a sequential machine can be intolerable, and often impractical, for realistically-sized problem instances. It is precisely the purpose of this work to investigate the possibility of solving the SAT Problem on parallel machines.
We solve the Random L-SAT Problem using parallel synchronous simulated annealing [16] on a large-scale distributed-memory multiprocessor. Simulated annealing is chosen because it is known to provide high solution quality for combinatorial optimization problems. We choose a synchronous method as opposed to an asynchronous one because it preserves the convergence property of simulated annealing which, in turn, can yield high-quality solutions.
While synchronous simulated annealing is inherently sequential due to its dependence between iterations, we use Generalized Speculative Computation [16] since it allows to execute p different iterations in parallel on p processors while preserving the convergence property, solution quality, and decision sequence of sequential simulated annealing.
The SAT Problem with Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is one of the most efficient methods for solving combinatorial optimization problems [9] .
Given the search space, the method attempts to find the global minimum state. The motivation behind developing such a search method is based on the analogy the way metals cool and anneal as their temperatures decrease. A typical implementation of simulated annealing consists of two nested loops. The outer loop controls the temperature based on the annealing schedule. The inner loop performs the three steps of evaluate, decide, and modify for the given temperature. The evaluation step suggests the next possible state by generating random numbers and evaluates it by using some criteria. The decision step decides whether the suggested state is acceptable. If the suggested state is indeed acceptable, the modification step updates the data according to the specifications of the evaluation step. The sequential simulated annealing technique as well as its parallel versions have been applied to various optimization problems [6] , including VLSI cell placement [1, 2, 11] , the Traveling Salesman Problem [16] , the Satisfiability Problem [17] , and task assignment problems [18] . Figure 1 shows our implementation of sequential simulated annealing for the SAT Problem. While simulated annealing is usually implemented as two nested loops, our version uses three nested loops to detect those rare configurations at low temperatures. The outermost loop is a trial loop which changes the decay rate, the rate at which the temperature is lowered. The middle loop is a temperature loop which lowers the temperature based on the decay rate. The innermost loop executes the three steps of evaluate, decide, and modify, for the given temperature. Figure 1 terminates either when all the clauses are satisfied or all the iterations are exhausted. For our
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CLAUSE ← modify(CLAUSE,flag) T ← T * (1.0 − r * (1.0 / (j + 10.0))) r = r * 0.9 ;change decay rate Figure 1 : Sequential simulated annealing implementation of the SAT Problem, the outermost loop is set to ntry = 10 trials. This allows us to change the decay rate, enabling us to detect rare configurations of the search space at the tail of simulated annealing
The simulated annealing algorithm shown in Figure 1 is highly sequential because of two reasons. First, the innermost loop has a loop-carried dependence. Iteration k may modify the data, based on which iteration k + 1 must proceed. Second, each iteration has true data dependencies. The three steps within each iteration are executed sequentially. It is apparent from Figure 1 that line 2 uses the ∆N computed in line 1. Line 3 uses the result of line 2. It is thus not possible to execute individual k iterations simultaneously. In the next section, we describe how this innermost loop can be executed in parallel to a certain extent by using a method called speculative computation.
Generalized N-ary Speculative Computation
Generalized Speculative Computation (GSC) uses an n-ary tree [16] . Figure 2 shows an n-ary speculative tree with three levels. The speculative tree is dynamically determined at runtime and is not related to the interconnection network topology of the machine. Each processor receives an unique k index at runtime and performs the three steps: modify, evaluate, and decide. It then sets a flag to indicate its decision. The lowest-numbered loop index returning an accept decision is selected to initiate the next level. To ensure that the parallel version generates the same decision sequence as sequential SA, we use an identical sequence of seeds to generate random numbers. There is a total of ntry * nclause * nvariable seeds. A loop index [i,j,k] used as a seed, therefore, generates a unique random number for selecting a variable. Figure 2 shows a total of 11 (not 16) iterations executed in three levels, as explained below.
The first level of the n-ary speculative tree shows seven processors executing seven iterations simultaneously. P processors can execute a maximum of p iterations in parallel. Suppose that processors P3, P4, and P6 indicate that their decisions are acceptable (filled circles in Figure 2 denote acceptable decisions). However, the decision made by the lowest-numbered processor (or the lowest loop index) is accepted since decisions made by higher-numbered processors may be incorrect. In this example, the decision by P3 is accepted. The decision made by P4 will be incorrect since the data that it used should have been modified by P3. It cannot provide a reliable decision based on the current data.
Similarly, the decision made by P6 is also incorrect because it is based on wrong data. The tree is determined at runtime which bears no relation with the underlying interconnection topology. The second level begins from iteration 5, executing iterations 5 to 11 in parallel. Each processor receives the loop index 4 based on which it modifies the data. After modifications, each processor performs the evaluation and decision steps by computing its iteration index. A processor can compute its individual index from the successful iteration index and its processor identification number (PID). We assume in Figure 2 that at the second level, decisions made by P4 and P5 are acceptable. Once again, the decision made by P4 is selected since it is the lowest-numbered processor returning an accept decision. The third level then starts from iteration 10, executing seven iterations in parallel. The process terminates when there is no OK decision in the innermost loop. The method presented therefore computed 11 iterations in three levels of the speculative tree. Figure 3 gives a mapping of generalized speculative computation to seven processors. Let P 0 be a master processor and P 1 ,...,P 6 be worker processors. Generalized speculative computation proceeds as follows:
• P0 sends the loop index [1,1,1] to P1, P2, ..., P6. P0 then works on the evaluation and decision steps.
• After receiving the loop index from P0, each worker processor computes its own index by using its processor identification number (PID), and then performs the evaluation and decision steps. When done, each worker reports its result (flag) and PID to P0.
• When P0 completes its evaluation and decision steps of index [1, 1, 1] , it collects flags from all the worker processors and itself.
• P0 uses the accept decision from the lowest PID to set the new loop index. Assuming that P3 is the processor with the lowest PID to return an OK flag, P0 sends the new index [1, 1, 4 ] to P1, P2, ..., P6.
• All processors, including P0, modify their local data using [1, 1, 4] . This completes level 1.
• As soon as a processor completes the modification step, it begins executing the next level. Figure 3 : Generalized speculative computation on seven processors. P 0 is a master and P 1 ,...,P 6 are workers. Solid arrows indicate broadcast while dotted arrows indicate point-to-point communication. Filled squares represent acceptable decisions. The decision made by the lowest-numbered PID is used for the next level. The second level starts from iteration [1, 1, 5] while the third will start from iteration [1, 1, 10] . Figure 3 shows that the generalized speculative computation method executes nine iterations in two levels on seven processors, assuming that in the second level P 4 is the lowest-numbered PID to be successful in the decision step.
The best case occurs if the highest numbered processor, P 6 , is the only one which decides OK while all others decide NOK. The best case of GSC can execute seven iterations in each level. The worst case occurs when the lowest numbered processor, P 0 , decides OK. This worst case is the same as sequential simulated annealing, or it may be even slower than sequential simulated annealing due to communication overhead.
Experimental Results
This section presents our implementation of generalized speculative computation on the AP1000 multiprocessor. We give a brief explantation of the AP1000 architecture and its programming environment, followed execution results.
The AP1000 multiprocessor
The Random L-Sat problem and the Generalized Speculative Computation have been implemented with various problem sizes and parameters. Random L-SAT problem instances were created by using the L-SAT generator [13, 14] , where the ratio of clauses to variables is 4.25 for a clause length of 3. We use the 1024-processor AP1000 distributedmemory multiprocessor which was built by and is currently operational at the Fujitsu Parallel Computing Research Facility in Japan. The primary reasons we chose the AP1000 machine are because (1) it is available and (2) it has a large number of processors which allows us to perform full scale experiments 1 .
AP1000 is a general purpose distributed-memory multiprocessor. Its performance on various real-world problems has been reported in a series of Fujitsu Parallel Computing Workshops [19] . Figure 4 shows the machine architecture.
Processing elements, called cells, are connected through three independent interconnection networks: a broadcast network (B-net), a torus network (T-net), and a synchronization network (S-net). A host Sun4 computer is connected to the B-net to control the AP1000. The B-net is used to broadcast data to all cells from the host or any individual cell.
The S-net is used to synchronize various cell activities while the T-net allows point-to-point communication between
cells. Each cell of the AP1000 consists of an integer unit, a floating point unit, a message controller, network interface units, 128 KB of cache, and 16 MB of memory. More details about the architecture are available in [8, 15] .
All the computer codes are written in C with the AP1000 message-passing library. The AP1000 programming environment provides various debugging utilities including a runtime monitor, a performance analyzer, and the CASIM simulator which can run on workstations. We have found the CASIM to be particularly helpful during code development since we do not have to directly deal with the real machine for debugging. There are certainly limitations of using the simulator since subtle bugs such as synchronization errors cannot be detected. These types of bugs only manifest on the real machine since they involve very subtle timing problems.
1. The 1024 processors are currently configured into one 512-processor system and several systems with smaller number of processors; The 1024-processor system is available for general public use once in a while.
The following parameters summarize our implementation on the AP1000:
• Problem size: 100-variable/425-clause to 5000-variable/21250-clause.
• Number of processors used: 1 to 500.
• Initial temperatures T 0 : 0.001 to 1000.
• Error rate ε: 10 clauses • Annealing schedule: T j+1 = T j * (1.0 − 0.9 * (1.0 / (j + 10.0))).
• Maximum number of iterations for i loop: 10.
• Maximum number of iterations for j loop: number of clauses.
• Maximum number of iterations for k loop: number of variables.
Selecting values listed above can be problematic and may often itself constitute an optimization problem. To not solve yet anoter optimization problem to solve the SAT optimization problem, we have made the selection simple and straightforward. The outer most loop is set to 10 to try with 10 different decay rates. The error rate set to 10 clauses may be large for small problem instances of below 100 clauses while it can be small for large problem instances of over 1000 clauses. While it can be made proportional to the given probem instance, we avoided it because it will give rise to another optimization problem.
Execution results
Tables 1 to 5 list some of the execution results. Table 1 lists the number of levels for initial temperatures of 10.0, and 100.0 on 1 to 500 processors. This indicates the amount of potential parallelism of the generalized speculative computation method (the number of levels is defined in Figure 3 ). Table 2 gives the actual execution times for the initial temperatures of 10.0, and 100.0 on 1 to 500 processors. In the following section, we shall compare the actual results with the potential parallelism. 1  1700000 6800000 15300000 27200000 42500000 1700000 6800000 15300000 27200000 42500000  10  171969 685746 1542571 2746130 4289103 171969 685746 1542571 2746131 4289104  20  87099  346089 778253 1387589 2166200 87099  346089 778253 1387590 2166202  40  44661  176300 396146 708443 1105041  44661  176300 396146 708444 1105043  60  30547  119725  268904 482500 751795  30547  119725  268904 482501 751797  80  23513  91453  205290 369335 575037  23513  91453  205290 369337 575039  100  19284  74496  167072 301571 469106  19284  74496  167072 301573 469108  200  10879  40769  91122  166883 258545  10879  40769  91122  166885 258547  300  8851  29702  66185  122876 189306  9161  29702  66185  122877 189308  400  9252  24254  53931  101329 155702  8235  24254  53931  101331 This paper does not attempt to address issues related to solution quality, nor claim that the generalized speculative computation of simulated annealing is the most efficient method to solve the Random L-SAT Problem. In fact, it is redundant to discuss the solution quality of this approach as it produces exactly the same solution as sequential simulated annealing. However, it is important to highlight the solution quality for the problem instances in this paper.
Solution quality is defined as the percentage of clauses that are satisfied. Table 4 presents how GSC performed on large problem instances of up to 5000 variables while Table 5 lists solution quality in terms of the initial temperature.
Performance Evaluation and Discussion
Results reported in the previous section are analyzed to evaluate the performance of GSC. We first present the source of parallelism to identify potential performance. Next, execution time speedup curves are given to demonstrate achieved performance. The execution times are then analyzed to explicate how the time is spent. Finally, effects of the initial temperature are presented to identify the relationship between solution quality, initial temperature, and speedup.
Source of parallelism
Recall that Table 1 listed the number of levels required for different numbers of processors. Figure 5 plots the algorithmic speedup of the approach, which is defined as the ratio of the number of levels required on one processor to that required on p processors. The graph shows that generalized speculative computation can provide a significant amount of algorithmic improvement. Note that the algorithmic speedup is an ideal measure without actual execution. It simply
indicates that the problems have a large amount of parallelism that can be exploited.
Speedup using execution time
The execution times shown in Table 2 are converted to speedup curves to identify the effectiveness of the GSC method.
Speedup is defined as the ratio of the execution time on one processor to that on p processors. The execution time speedup curves in Figure 6 demonstrate the following three features. First, speedup increases as the number of processors is increased. The maximum speedup is about 70 on 500 processors. Second, speedup changes very little with temperature. This is not surprising because the parallelism exploited in the experiments comes mostly from the tail of SA, where decisions are rarely accepted. Third, speedup changes only slightly with problem size. This is rather unusual because larger problems tend to possess more parallelism than smaller ones, resulting in higher speedup. However, it
is not true for our experiments because the SAT Problem with simulated annealing is independent of problem size.
Recall that an iteration consists of four steps: evaluate, decide, communicate, and modify. The evaluation step ran- 
Anatomy of execution time
To further understand the behavior of generalized speculative computation, we plot the execution times for the individual steps. Figure 7 shows how the total execution time is spent in each step. Plots in Figure 7 show a complete execution time profile of the 1000-variable/4250-clause SAT Problem instance with an initial temperature of 10.0 on 10, 100, and 500 processors. The x-axis shows the level number, but only to 10,000 levels (See Table 1 The curves in Figures 7 and 8 indicate that a massively-parallel or a full-scale implementation needs to be crafted to reduce the communication overhead. It should be noted that our method does not broadcast large amounts of data; only the three loop indices i, j, and k, are broadcast at each iteration. Our experience suggests that significant effort on massively-parallel implementations of synchronous simulated annealing should be devoted to the communication step.
Conclusions
Testing the satisfiability of large Random L-SAT Problem instances is a challenging and time-consuming task. This report has presented a practical approach using synchronous simulated annealing (SA) on the AP1000 massively-parallel distributed-memory multiprocessor. We selected problem instances between 100-variables/425-clauses and 5000-variables/21,250-clauses with initial temperatures of 0.001 to 100.0. These test cases have been executed on 1 to 500 processors and some of the results have been included in this report. clauses. Overall, we have obtained nearly a 70-fold speedup on 500 processors. This is encouraging, considering that simulated annealing is highly sequential due to loop-carried dependence. We found that the GSC method is effective for both low and high initial temperatures of up to 100.0; however, increasing the initial temperature rarely improved the solution quality. This indicates that high initial temperatures are not always practical nor preferable. problems with longer computation times. The binary speculative computation approach which speculates on log p iterations by p processors yielded up to a 3.3-fold speedup on 16 processors for the task assignment problem [19] . The results were based on the fact that the computation time occupied over 90% of the total execution time. If the generalized speculative computation approach is applied to problems which require computation time over 90% of the total execution time, it will give speedup and performance much higher than what is presented in this report. We are currently planning on applying the generalized speculative computation to real world applications.
